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CTT : receives AMAC Cair™ VIP Order for one 
Boeing BBJ 747-8 and one Airbus ACJ320neo 
CTT SYSTEMS AB ("CTT"), the market leader of aircraft humidity control systems, announces 
Cair™ VIP Inflight Humidification order from AMAC for one Boeing BBJ 747-8 and one Airbus 
ACJ320neo VIP aircraft. Both VIP aircraft will feature increased humidity in the entire VIP aircraft 
cabin, which requires eight respectively two humidifiers. These two VIP awards are CTTs 87th and 
88th for Airbus ACJs/Boeing BBJs. CTT will deliver to AMAC in Q3 and Q4 2018. 

"We are honoured for this prestigious AMAC award," says Peter Landquist, Vice President Sales 
& Marketing of CTT Systems. "This will be our seventh BBJ 747-8 and our very first ACJneo." 

AMAC Aerospace is very pleased to work with CTT. Cabin humidification is a common request 
from our VIP clients that value good health, wellbeing and feeling at ease during and after 
flight. 

Cair™ VIP Inflight Humidification ("IFH") improves wellbeing on long-haul flights by 
maintaining humidity in the human comfort zone. With Relative Humidity at ground-like levels 
the human body and its membranes do not suffer from quick de-hydration; as otherwise is the 
case in an extremely dry cabin. The Cair™ VIP IFH system generates a relative humidity of 
approx. 20%, compared to 3-5% without humidifiers. The higher humidity reduces dry air 
related problems (e.g. fatigue, jet-lag, red eyes, dry skin, spread of virus diseases). The CTT IFH 
system utilizes evaporative cooling technology that effectively precludes the transfer of 
bacteria and improves air quality by reducing particles in the cabin air. The Cair™ VIP IFH system 
offers anti-condensation protection.   

About CTT SYSTEMS 

CTT Systems is the market leading provider of humidity control products in aircraft, including 
moisture control systems to prevent fuselage condensation, and inflight humidifiers for crew 
and passenger well-being. All products are available for retrofit installations and line-fit on 
Airbus A380, A350, Boeing 787 and 777X. The crew humidifier is standard equipment in a crew 
rest compartment on Boeing 787 and standalone option in the crew rest compartment on 
A380, A350XWB and B777X. The flight deck humidifier is SFE listed on Airbus A350XWB, Boeing 
787 and Boeing 777X. Cair™ inflight humidification (IFH) is SFE listed for First/Business Class 
on A350XWB (Zone 1-3) and Boeing 777X (Zone 1 and 2). The Zonal Drying™ system is basic 
equipment in all Boeing 787s and optional for the Boeing Next-Generation 737-800 and Airbus 
A350. Also visit: www.ctt.se   
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